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Abstract We investigated the ability of cats to discrim-

inate differences between vowel-like spectra, assessed their

discrimination ability over time, and compared spectral

receptive fields in primary auditory cortex (AI) of trained

and untrained cats. Animals were trained to discriminate

changes in the spectral envelope of a broad-band harmonic

complex in a 2-alternative forced choice procedure. The

standard stimulus was an acoustic grating consisting of a

harmonic complex with a sinusoidally modulated spectral

envelope (‘‘ripple spectrum’’). The spacing of spectral

peaks was conserved at 1, 2, or 2.66 peaks/octave. Animals

were trained to detect differences in the frequency location

of energy peaks, corresponding to changes in the spectral

envelope phase. Average discrimination thresholds

improved continuously during the course of the testing

from phase-shifts of 96� at the beginning to 44� after 4–

6 months of training with a 1 ripple/octave spectral

envelope. Responses of AI single units and small groups of

neurons to pure tones and ripple spectra were modified

during perceptual discrimination training with vowel-like

ripple stimuli. The transfer function for spectral envelope

frequencies narrowed and the tuning for pure tones

sharpened significantly in discriminant versus naı̈ve ani-

mals. By contrast, control animals that used the ripple

spectra only in a lateralization task showed broader ripple

transfer functions and narrower pure-tone tuning than naı̈ve

animals.
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Introduction

Species-specific vocalizations and human speech signals

share many spectro-temporal features. Accordingly, several

physiological studies of the peripheral and central auditory

system of animals have used speech-like stimuli to eluci-

date potential coding strategies of the human auditory

system (e.g., Delgutte and Kiang 1984; Eggermont 1995;

Sachs and Young 1979; Schreiner 1998; Steinschneider

et al. 1990; Wang et al. 1995; Wong and Schreiner 2003;

Young and Sachs 1979). Studies of general features of

human and animal vocalizations, such as fundamental

frequency of the sound source (e.g., Langner 1992; Lang-

ner and Schreiner 1988; Rhode and Greenberg 1994) and

vocal tract resonances (e.g., Klein et al. 2000; Schreiner

and Calhoun 1994; Shamma et al. 1995; Wang and Sachs

1994) provide useful insights into auditory neuronal

coding.
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The formant structure of vowels is a fundamental

spectral feature of the vocal tract in speech and animal

vocalization. Auditory gratings or ripple spectra, i.e.

broad-band stimuli with sinusoidal spectral envelopes

similar to the structure of vowels, have been used to

characterize spectral integration properties of central

auditory neurons (e.g., Schreiner and Calhoun 1994;

Shamma et al. 1995; Klein et al. 2000; Miller et al. 2002;

Escabi and Schreiner 2002). Cat and ferret cortical neu-

rons respond preferentially to a narrow range of formant

ratios or spectral envelope frequencies (Calhoun and

Schreiner 1998; Klein et al. 2000; Kowalski et al. 1996;

Schreiner and Calhoun 1994; Shamma et al. 1995).

Receptive field properties determined with broad-band

acoustic gratings and pure tones appear to be related,

although the precise nature of that relationship is still

debated (Calhoun and Schreiner 1998; Linden et al.

2003).

Psychophysical evaluations of the perception of spe-

cific speech features in animals have been reported for

various conditioning/training procedures (e.g., Kuhl and

Miller 1975, using the chinchilla; Kuhl and Padden 1982,

1983, monkey; Baru 1975, dog; and Dewson 1964, cat). It

was found that animals discriminate many speech-like

features in a similar fashion as humans. The ability to

discriminate signals can improve with training and is

accompanied by plastic changes in response characteris-

tics of central auditory neurons (e.g., Allard et al. 1991;

Bakin et al. 1996; Beitel et al. 1999; Edeline 1999; Re-

canzone et al. 1993; Polley et al. 2004, 2006; Prosen et al.

1990; Weinberger et al. 1988). Since the process of

behavioral assessment can influence the perceptual

capacity of an animal, it may not be valid to equate

physiological data from untrained animals with the psy-

chophysical performance of trained animal. Behavioral

training, combined with psychophysical and neurophysi-

ological evaluation of animals, is a more appropriate

animal model for the study of cortical sound processing,

including speech sounds.

To elucidate the potential relationship between auditory

cortical receptive field properties and the spectral nature of

behaviorally relevant acoustic inputs, we trained animals

with spectrally structured acoustic gratings and determined

spectral integration properties in auditory cortex (AI). We

hypothesized that the shape and extent of spectral receptive

fields of trained animals would undergo modifications

during behavioral training that parallel the perceptual

improvements of the animal and reflect more efficient

processing of behaviorally relevant broad-band stimuli.

The results support this hypothesis and show that neural

spectral selectivity in AI improves with training and

reflects perceptual performance in spectral envelope

discrimination.

Methods

Behavioral procedures

Eight adult cats were exposed to spectral envelope/ripple

stimuli by training in a spatial and/or spectral discrimi-

nation task using a two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC)

procedure. The stimulus generation and response tabula-

tion were controlled and presented with the LabVIEW

application (National Instruments, Version 2) in a Mac-

intosh environment (Apple, Mac IIci). The animals were

food restricted to 90–95% of their pre-fast weight; reward

during testing was diluted canned cat food (Hill’s Pre-

scription Diet feline c/d) dispensed from a syringe using a

stepping motor, which pumped a small amount of food

onto a fiberglass plate (Thompson et al. 1990). The cats

were weighed daily and, if indicated, received a supple-

ment of dry cat food after testing to maintain their total

daily nutritional requirements. Training occurred in an

acoustically transparent test cage hung from the ceiling of

a large sound-attenuating chamber (IAC). The chamber

walls were covered with sound absorbing acoustic foam.

Behavior was monitored continuously with a video cam-

era system.

All procedures were approved by the University Com-

mittee on Animal Research and adhered to national

guidelines for the treatment of animals (‘‘Principles of

laboratory animal care’’; NIH publication No. 82–23,

revised 1985).

Stimulus: Stimuli were created using a DSP board

(TMS32010) with a 16-bit DA converter. The signals were

amplified (Crown D-75) and delivered through a loud-

speaker located directly in front of the cat or, at the outset

of the training, from two speakers located 75� to the right

and left of midline. Signal intensity and spectra were

assessed in the region occupied by the head of the exper-

imental animals using a sound level meter (Bruel and

Kjaer) and a spectrum analyzer (Nicolet Ubiquitous).

Stimuli were ripple spectra consisting of a harmonic carrier

signal with sinusoidal modulation (linear on a logarithmic

amplitude and frequency scale) of the spectral envelope

(see Schreiner and Calhoun 1994). The stimulus spectrum

was centered at 3.7 kHz, with a spacing between spectral

maxima (the ripple density) of either 1, 2 or 2.66 ripples/

octave, a fundamental frequency of 69 Hz, and a total

bandwidth of 3 octaves. The stimulus contained 127 fre-

quency components and extended from *1.3 kHz (the

19th harmonic of the fundamental frequency) to *10 kHz

(the 145th harmonic). Thus, the stimulus with ripple den-

sity of 1 ripple/octave had three spectral maxima at

approximately 1.85, 3.7 and 7.4 kHz (see Fig. 1). The

phase of each frequency component differed from the

neighboring frequency components by 57� to avoid peaked
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temporal waveforms. An overall decrease of the compo-

nent amplitudes of 6 dB/octave was implemented to

maintain an equal amount of signal energy per octave. The

frequency range of 1.3–10 kHz was chosen to facilitate

cortical recordings from a largely planar region of the

primary auditory cortex. The main formants in cat vocal-

izations appear to be located between about 1 and 4 kHz

(Shipley et al. 1991), spanning the mapped frequency

region. The signal consisted of two segments, the standard

stimulus followed by the test stimulus. The duration of the

standard and the test signal were 500 ms including rise and

fall times of 3 ms. A silent 500 ms interval was inserted

between standard and test stimulus. The inter-trial pause

was controlled by the animal and varied between 1 and

10 s.

At the start of testing, the frequency location of the

spectral peaks in the test stimulus was shifted downward by

half an octave relative to the standard stimulus, i.e., the

envelope phase was shifted by 180�. The phase shift

affected the spectral envelope only by altering the ampli-

tudes of each frequency component, i.e., stimulus

frequency range as well as frequency and phase of each

spectral component were unchanged. During testing, the

range of envelope phase differences between standard and

test stimulus was gradually reduced as an animal’s dis-

crimination performance improved. Since ripple density

was constant during the training, the interval between

spectral peaks (measured in octaves) remained the same

while their frequency locations shifted. The depth of the

spectral envelope modulation (the auditory contrast) was

30 dB. The intensity of the 2-AFC stimuli was constant

within a trial but varied randomly in 1 dB steps between 61

and 67 dB SPL across trials.

Training procedure: Initially, cats were trained to press

a nose key located at mid-line to indicate an observing

(‘‘ready’’) response, for which they received food. This

response ensured that the cat was attending, could initiate

trials, and that the cat’s head position was relatively con-

stant from trial to trial. Once the cat was reliably

performing the observing response, auditory stimuli were

introduced; reward then required a center key press, fol-

lowed by auditory stimulus presentation, to which the cat

was required to make a response either to the left or to the

right side. Responses were indicated on two spatially sep-

arated nose-press keys, one to each side of the middle,

observing key. During this phase of the training, by

pressing the response key the animal indicated the side

from which the stimulus had been presented.

At the beginning of training, standard and test stimuli

were presented from one of two small lateral loudspeakers,

at about 75� to the left and right of midline. When the

stimuli were both presented from the left speaker (pre-

sentation designated AA), the ripple phase of standard and

test stimuli was 0�. When the stimuli were presented from

the right speaker (designated BB), the ripple phase was

180� (the maximal spectral difference from the left side).

After the animals performed this task with high reliability,

the stimuli presented on the right side were changed to an

AB presentation, i.e. the test stimulus was maximally dif-

ferent from the preceding standard stimulus. The

requirement was that the animals go left for reward fol-

lowing a left-side or ‘‘same’’ stimulus presentation (AA)

and go right for reward following a right-side or ‘‘differ-

ent’’ stimulus presentation (AB); this was usually readily

learned in 2–3 weeks.

After the animal learned to respond to the location of the

stimulus presented (lateralization stage), the speakers were

gradually (over several weeks) moved toward the center

location until, finally, the ripple stimuli were presented

from a single speaker positioned directly in front of the

cage (envelope stage). Stimulus pair AA required a left-

side key press to receive reward; stimulus pair AB required

right-side key press for reward. During the lateralization

phase, all trained animals had a hit rate of[90% and a very

low false alarm rate, indicating that the animals were under

behavioral control. The switch from localization discrimi-

nation to discrimination based solely upon the spectral

quality difference between standard and test stimuli was

quite difficult for some cats; three cats (out of five) hearing

a ripple stimulus of 1 ripple/octave made the transition

from the lateralization task to the envelope stage. Three

cats were trained with ripple densities of 2 and/or 2.66

ripples/octave. These animals performed the spatial task

with the same accuracy as the previous group of animals

Fig. 1 Ripple spectrum stimulus for animal testing. The spectral

envelope of a three-octave signal is shown. The carrier signal was

composed of a harmonic complex with a fundamental frequency of

69 Hz (for illustration only, the harmonics for a 333Hz fundamental

frequency are indicated for the 0� phase condition). Three examples

of the spectral envelope are shown for ripple phases of 0�, 90�, and

180�. Corresponding frequency locations of the central spectral

maximum or ‘‘formants’’ are indicated by arrows 2.6, 3.1, and

3.7 kHz, respectively
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but failed to acquire the spectral discrimination task (see

‘‘Discussion’’).

Testing procedure: Once an animal mastered the 2-AFC

procedure with a single speaker, the testing phase began.

The ripple phase of the test stimulus was randomly chosen

from a set of values. The initial value range of ripple phase

differences in the AB stimulus was large, i.e. 50�–180� of

the spectral envelope phase distributed over 10–15 fixed

phase values. An initially wide range (*130�) was nec-

essary to be certain to present ripple densities above and

below the yet unknown behavioral threshold. According to

the discrimination threshold achieved on each day’s test-

ing, the range of values was narrowed to about ±50% of the

last 2–3 thresholds (but not narrower than *40� near the

end of testing) and centered around the most recent 2–3

threshold estimates for the subsequent test session.

Cats worked until they did not initiate any further trials,

usually after 100–250 trials per day. The number of AA

(same stimuli) and AB (second stimulus different) trials

were approximately equal. Performance threshold for the

envelope discrimination was defined as the phase shifts

(AB stimuli) correctly detected in 75% of the trial pre-

sentations and computed by a linear regression formula

applied to the raw psychometric function. Testing was

terminated after 4–6 months when the animal’s perfor-

mance plateaued over 1–2 weeks of testing. Subsequently,

the cats underwent electrophysiological testing of neuronal

responses in AI with similar stimuli.

Electrophysiological procedures

The methods for the electrophysiological recording were

the same as described in previous, related reports (Calhoun

and Schreiner 1998; Schreiner and Calhoun 1994; Schre-

iner and Mendelson 1990). Briefly, results were obtained in

AI of the right hemisphere. Anesthesia was induced with an

intramuscular injection of ketamine hydrochloride (22 mg/

kg) and acetylpromazine maleate (0.10 mg/kg). After

venous cannulation, an initial dose of pentobarbital sodium

(30 mg/kg) was administered. Animals were maintained at

a surgical level of anesthesia with a continuous infusion of

pentobarbital sodium (*2 mg/kg per hour) in lactated

Ringers solution (*3.5 ml/h) and, if necessary, with sup-

plementary intravenous injections of pentobarbital sodium.

The cats were also given dexamethasone sodium phosphate

(1.2 mg/kg im) to prevent brain edema and atropine sulfate

(0.06 mg/kg im) to reduce salivation. Temperature was

monitored and maintained at 37.5�C by means of a heated

water blanket. The head was fixed, leaving the external

meati unobstructed, and the temporal muscle on the right

hemisphere was retracted and the lateral cortex exposed by

a craniotomy. The dura overlying the middle ectosylvian

gyrus was removed and the exposed cortex covered with

silicone oil.

Experiments were conducted in a double-walled, sound-

shielded room (Industrial Acoustics Company). Auditory

stimuli were presented via calibrated headphones (STAX

54) enclosed in small chambers that were connected to

sound delivery tubes sealed into the acoustic meati (So-

kolich 1981; US Patent 4251 686). Parylene-coated

tungsten microelectrodes (Microprobe; 0.8–1.3 MX at

1 kHz) were introduced into the auditory cortex with a

hydraulic microdrive (Kopf) oriented approximately

orthogonal to the cortical surface. Recordings were made at

cortical depths ranging from 700 to 1,100 lm, as deter-

mined by the microdrive setting, corresponding to cortical

layers IIIb and IV.

For each recording site, frequency response areas

(FRAs) were constructed from responses to 675 different

tone bursts, which were presented in a pseudorandom

sequence of different frequency–intensity combinations

selected from 15 level values and 45 frequency values.

Neuronal activity of single units or small groups of neurons

(2–6 units) were amplified, band-pass filtered, and moni-

tored on an oscilloscope and an audio monitor. Spike

activity was separated from the background noise with a

window discriminator (BAK DIS-1). The number of spikes

per presentation and the arrival time of the first spike after

the onset of the stimulus were recorded and stored in a

computer (DEC 11/73). From the FRAs several parameters

were extracted, including spontaneous discharge rate,

characteristic frequency (CF), threshold, bandwidth and Q

values 10 dB and 40 dB above threshold.

Ripple stimuli with the following standard stimulus

characteristics similar to the stimuli used in animal

behavioral testing were presented: a harmonic series (from

35 to 200 Hz fundamental frequency) with a 6 dB/octave

decline of the component amplitudes (120–255 compo-

nents), as carrier; a bandwidth of 3 octaves; the spectral

envelope of the signal was a sinusoid on a logarithmic

scaled frequency axis; the modulation waveform of the

envelope (ripple depth) was linear on a dB scale with a

depth (contrast) of 30 dB. Stimulus duration was 50 ms

including 3 ms rise/fall time; interstimulus interval was

400 ms (recording window: 200 ms). For electrophysio-

logical assessment of responses to different ripple

densities, the ripple stimulus was centered on the CF of

each unit. Then the ripple transfer function was found by

systematically varying the ripple densities (10–14 values)

from 0.5 to 8 ripples/octave for a constant envelope phase

of 0� (i.e., there was always a spectral maximum at the CF

of the unit). Responses to 30 repetitions of the ripple

stimulus presentation were obtained.

The magnitude of the ripple transfer function for each

unit/cluster was normalized to the difference between
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maximally and minimally driven rate (strongest response

designated as 100% and smallest response as 0%). For

each unit/cluster the ripple density, which produced the

best response (best ripple density, BRD) was determined;

additionally, for each animal the bandwidth halfway

between the peak and the lowest value within the ripple

transfer function (BW50) was obtained as a measure of

the selectivity of ripple tuning. For purposes of statistical

testing, it was necessary to implement a data transfor-

mation for BRD and RTF bandwidth values so that they

conformed to the normality of variance assumption

inherent to parametric statistical tests. Obtaining the log

of the BRD and RTF bandwidth values was sufficient to

satisfy this assumption. However, since a fraction of BRD

and RTF bandwidth were less than 1.0, we were required

to first add a constant (1.0) to all values before taking the

log.

Neural response selectivity was also tested with the

standard 1 ripple/octave stimulus used for behavioral

training in a subset of recordings made in naı̈ve cats

(N = 3) and cats that were extensively trained in spectral

discrimination task (N = 5). The envelope phase of the

ripple stimulus (presented at 65 dB SPL) was systemati-

cally shifted in 20� steps from –180� to +180�. For each

animal, a population phase-response curve was recon-

structed by referencing the phase of the ripple envelope to

the CF of the unit/cluster. The response strength was

normalized to the strongest response, providing a fre-

quency-independent estimate of envelope waveform

representation. The resulting phase-rate functions were fit

with a sinusoid, having the form f ðxÞ ¼ A sinðwxþ
pÞ þ DC, for the three individual cases as well as the

mean trained and untrained data. The amplitude (A),

frequency (w), phase (p), and offset (DC) parameters were

obtained by minimizing the squared error between the

sinusoid and the data. The goodness of fit (i.e. regression

coefficient) was then calculated for each function.

Experimental groups: We compared electrophysiologi-

cal results for cats trained with the ripple stimuli to cats

that had been neither trained nor exposed to the stimuli

(Group I, ‘‘naı̈ve’’; N = 5). Cats #218, #293, #176 were

trained with ripple spectra centered at 3.675 kHz, with a

fundamental frequency of 69 Hz, a ripple bandwidth of 3

octaves, and a constant ripple density of 1.0 ripple/octave.

These animals were able to learn the discrimination task

and performed the discrimination based solely on the

spectral quality of the two stimuli. These cats constituted

Group II (‘‘discriminant’’; N = 3).

Group III (‘‘lateral’’; N = 5) was extensively exposed to

ripple stimuli of 0� and 180� envelope phases and suc-

cessfully performed the lateralization task but were unable

to transfer to discrimination based on spectral envelope

differences alone. Cats #122 (lateralizing for 2 months)

and #40–764 (lateralizing for 5 months) were exposed to a

stimulus of 1.0 ripple/octave. Cats #92–1767, #184, #92–

1688 were trained on stimuli with a ripple density of 2.0

and/or 2.66 ripples/octave. Two of the animals in the lat-

eralization group were initially tested at 2.66 ripples/octave

that was later reduced to 2 ripple/octave when they were

not able to transfer to the spectral task. Neither cat could

transfer to the spectral task at 2 ripples/octave as well.

While we were not able to obtain a spectral envelope dis-

crimination threshold from these cats, the animals utilized

the ripple stimuli for lateralization over a period of 4–

6.5 months. Since no significant physiological differences

among the ‘‘lateral’’ group animals were found, the animals

were grouped together.

These stimuli were centered at 3.703 kHz and had a

fundamental frequency of 34.5 Hz.

Results

Behavior

Three of five cats trained with a ripple stimulus of 1.0

ripple/octave learned to perform the spectral-envelope

discrimination test for a single speaker (Group II, ‘‘dis-

criminant’’). The remaining two cats mastered the initial

spatial lateralization task with high accuracy ([90% cor-

rect responses to lateralization) but did not learn to switch

to the spectral envelope discrimination task. They were

included in the lateralization group (Group III, ‘‘lateral’’).

Using the method of constant stimuli, the envelope dis-

crimination threshold (75% correct) for Group II animals

was calculated daily from psychometric functions, as

shown in Fig. 2. Arrows indicate the envelope-phase dis-

crimination threshold for that day (21� or 5.8% of an

octave).

Envelope discrimination testing was repeated nearly

daily for several weeks, with steadily improved discrimi-

nation thresholds. The time course of these thresholds for

Group II animals is shown in Fig. 3a. All three cats showed

an improvement in envelope-phase discrimination with the

most rapid changes in threshold, *0.9� per session, during

the first 10–20 sessions. One animal (#218; circles) had

initial discrimination thresholds that were higher than for

the other subjects. The average discrimination threshold for

envelope phase over the first ten test sessions for that cat

was 127�, corresponding to a frequency shift in the spectral

maxima of about 35% of an octave (see Table 1). The other

two cats had initial thresholds of 66� and 76�, respectively.

The mean threshold for Group II cats at the beginning of

testing was 96� (24.6% of an octave), which serves as an

estimate of the pre-training discrimination ability of naive

animals.
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After training (average duration: 4.7 months) the dis-

crimination performance asymptoted. The final threshold

for the least able animal (average of the last ten test ses-

sions) was a phase shift of 80�, corresponding to a formant

frequency shift of 22% of an octave. The average final

threshold for the best animal was 18� with a mean of 43.7�
(12%) for all three animals. At this stage of the training, the

average rate of improvement was *0.15� per session. The

best daily discrimination thresholds for the two cats with

the lowest overall thresholds over the last 4 weeks of

testing were 25� (7% of an octave) for cat #176 and 11�
(3% of an octave) for cat #293.

The differences between the early and late rate of

change in discrimination improvement suggested a non-

linear learning curve. Plotting the changes in the discrim-

ination thresholds on a logarithmic time scale (Fig. 3b)

reveals two aspects of the learning time course not clearly

discernible from the linear plot (Fig. 3a). First, all cases

can be reasonably fitted with a logarithmic function

(r = 0.78 (#218), 0.95 (#293), and 0.91 (#176)). The high

correlation coefficients imply that the threshold improve-

ment is constant for a constant factor in the increment of

testing sessions. The slope of the improvement curves for

the three animals was statistically indistinguishable; the

discrimination improvement over time was independent of

the initial threshold value. The average slope of the fit was

Fig. 2 Typical psychophysical function (Cat #293). The percent

correct values for a single day of testing in a constant-stimulus

paradigm are plotted as a function of the phase shift (expressed in

degrees re a ripple density of 1 ripple per octave). Threshold envelope

phase shift (75% correct, see arrows) is approximately 21� corre-

sponding to a formant shift of 0.06 octaves

Fig. 3 Time course of the discrimination performance for 3 trained

cats. a The average threshold of each daily session is plotted as a

linear function of the session number. b Comparison of the time

course of the discrimination thresholds as a function of testing

sessions on a logarithmic time scale. A logarithmic best fit is shown

for each case. The regression coefficients are indicated

Table 1 Summary of psychophysical discrimination performance (Group II; discriminant)

Cat # Discrimination threshold Improvement per day Discrimination threshold Improvement per day Testing duration

First 10 sessions First 10 sessions Last 10 sessions Last 10 sessions

#176 66� (18%) 0.8� 33� (9%) 0.1� 4 months

#218 127� (35%) 1.0� 80� (22%) 0.25� 4 months

#293 76� (21%) 0.9� 18� (5%) 0.1� 6 months

Mean ± SD 96� ± 32.4�(24.7 ± 9.1%) 0.9� ± 0.1� 43.7� ± 32.3�(12.0 ± 8.9%) 0.15� ± 0.8� 4.67 ± 1.15
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40�/decade (11% of an octave) with an average Y-intercept

of 114� (32% of an octave). The latter value is another

estimate of the discrimination ability for naive animals.

Secondly, there is no indication that an absolute threshold

minimum had been reached when training ended. Such a

minimum threshold would be indicated by a horizontal

portion of the threshold values versus logarithmic time,

which was not observed (Fig. 3b).

Performance analysis based on signal detection theory

allows the effects of sensory ability changes to be distin-

guished from those of response criterion changes on the

threshold estimates (Green and Swets 1966). The propor-

tion of hits (correctly detected differences in the AB

condition) and false alarms (incorrect responses in the AA

condition) were computed for each cat early in the testing

and for the last week of testing. During early testing, the

average hit rate (over 5 days) was 78.4 ± 5.9% with a

false-alarm rate of 17.2 ± 4.8%. Later in testing, the hit

rate was 69.3 ± 9.2%, and the false-alarm rate was

20.1 ± 4.9%. There was no difference between the false-

alarm rates, early versus late (P = 0.12); there was, how-

ever, a significant difference between the hit rates

(P = 0.01). Overall, the high hit rate combined with the

low false-alarm rate indicates that the animals were under

stimulus control.

Thus, three cats were able to learn a two-alternative

forced choice auditory discrimination procedure for vowel-

like stimuli with a spacing of 1 ripple/octave that varied in

the frequency position of three formants. Five more cats

(Group III) were trained on the initial lateralization task for

several months (2–6.5 months) but could not switch to the

spectral discrimination task. These animals serve as control

group in the physiological evaluation since they were

highly trained with behaviorally relevant ripple spectra

without the necessity to use the spectral envelope phase as

cue in the lateralization task.

Electrophysiology

After behavioral training, spectral receptive fields were

obtained in AI of the anesthetized animals. AI was iden-

tified by the sulcal pattern and the characteristic-frequency

gradient of multiple unit responses. A total of 437 AI

locations in 13 cats were sampled. The ratio of single units

to multiple units was approximately 2:3. In each animal, a

uniform spatial sample of locations across AI avoided

sampling biases due to differences in the distribution of

local spectral integration aggregates along the iso-fre-

quency axis (e.g., Schreiner and Mendelson 1990; Read

et al. 2001). The sampled range of CFs was 2.3–11.5 kHz

with no statistically significant differences among the cases

(Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). A ripple transfer function and

a pure-tone FRA were determined for each site. Four rep-

resentative ripple transfer functions from AI of a Group II

(discriminant) animal are shown in Fig. 4. The neuronal

firing rate depends on the ripple density and is indicative of

a bandpass characteristic for spectral envelope spacing.

The ‘‘best ripple density’’ (BRD) corresponds to the

spectral spacing that produced the largest neural response

for a ripple phase of 0�, i.e., a formant peak located at CF

(Schreiner and Calhoun 1994).

Comparing the BRD values between the three groups

(Fig. 5) revealed that the trained groups had higher mean

BRD values than the naive animals (mean ± SE,

1.6 ± 0.14, 1.92 ± 0.15 and 1.89 ± 0.11 ripples/octave for

Group I, II and III respectively). BRD value distributions

exhibited a pronounced positive skewness in all groups

(Fig. 5a–c) that precluded direct comparision with para-

metric statistical tests. We addressed this problem by

obtaining the log BRD value to eliminate the positive

skewness and confirmed that the distribution of log BRD

values conformed a normal distribution for each group

(skewness/SE skewness \ 3.0 for all groups). We com-

pared the log BRD values in each trained group to the naı̈ve

group and observed a significant increase in best ripple

density in animals trained up to the lateralization phase

(Group III vs. Group I; two-tailed t test, P \ 0.025) but not

in discriminant animals compared to controls (Group II vs.

Group I; two-tailed t test, P = 0.08; Fig. 5d). No difference

in the BRD distribution was detected between the two

trained groups (Group II vs. Group III; two-tailed t test,

P = 0.68) despite the fact that only one of these groups

Fig. 4 Examples of ripple transfer functions. The firing rate as a

function of ripple density is plotted for two single units (dash/dotted
lines) and two multiple units (sold lines) from AI of a trained animal

(C218). Firing rate (in percent) is normalized to maximum rate. The

animal was able to discriminate between phase shifted ripple spectra

of 1 ripple/octave
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showed significant perceptual improvements in spectral

envelope discrimination.

The sharpness of tuning to spectral envelope frequen-

cies, expressed by the width of the RTFs at half-height,

also differed among the three groups (Fig. 6). RTF band-

widths in discriminant animals were narrower, on average,

than that observed in naı̈ve animals (Group II vs. Group

I = 1.56 ± 0.09 vs. 2.09 ± 0.15 ripples/octave), but were

wider in the lateralization group (2.25 ± 0.1 ripples/

octave). The distributions of RTF bandwidth values also

failed the normality assumption due to a positive skewness

(Fig. 6a–c), but, again this problem was eliminated by

obtaining the log RTF bandwidth (skewness/SE skew-

ness \ 2.0 for all groups). A statistical comparison of the

log RTF bandwidth values revealed spectral tuning band-

widths were significantly narrower in discriminant animals

compared to naı̈ve animals (two-tailed t test, P \ 0.01) and

significantly wider in animals that only performed the task

up to the lateralization phase (two-tailed t test, P \ 0.025).

BRD and RTF bandwidth measurements in the lateral-

ization group were pooled from two cats trained with a 1

ripple/octave spacing (Group III-low, n = 23 neurons) and

from three cats trained with spectral densities ‡2.0 ripples/

octave (Group III-high, n = 147 neurons). In order to test

the possibility that differences in the spectral density of the

training stimulus might have had a differential impact on

BRD and RTF bandwidth measures, we compared

recordings taken from Group III-low and Group III-high

directly (Fig. 7). We did not find any difference in log

BRD values (paired t test, t = 0.3, P = 0.77), but we did

observe that the mean RTF bandwidth in Group III-high

was significantly greater than in Group III-low (mean ±

SE, 1.57 ± 0.33 vs. 2.36 ± 0.1 ripples/octave for low and

high respectively; two-tailed t test on log RTF bandwidth

values, P \ 0.005). Thus, animals trained in either the

lateralization or discrimination tasks using low-density

ripple stimuli exhibited similarly narrow RTF bandwidth

(1.57 vs. 1.56 ripples/octave for Group II vs. Group III-

low; two-tailed t test, P = 0.71) whereas training animals

in the lateralization task with high-density ripple stimuli

produced a significant increase in RTF bandwidth (2.36

ripples/octave) compared to animals trained in the dis-

crimination task (two-tailed t test for Group II vs. Group

III-high, P \ 1 · 10–6).

A complementary approach to the parametric analysis of

individual receptive fields is provided by analysis of pop-

ulation ripple transfer functions. The population neuronal

response is the averaged firing rate across all recording

locations in an animal or experimental group and combines

aspects of receptive field position, shape, and strength.

Figure 8 shows three examples of population ripple trans-

fer function (RTF) for each experimental group. Compared

Fig. 5 Comparision of best ripple density (BRD). BRD distributions

for naı̈ve (a), discriminant (b) and lateralization (c) groups. The

Gaussian fit for each distribution (dashed black line) is superimposed

onto each histogram. d The log BRD was obtained for each value and

the mean ± SE are compared between groups. Asterisk indicates a

significant difference relative to naı̈ve controls using an unpaired two-

tailed t test (P \ 0.025)
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to the naive animals, the population RTFs in trained ani-

mals (Groups II and III) demonstrate an increased response

magnitude at the trained ripple densities (thick arrows in

Fig. 8), resulting in a rightward shift in BRD and high-

frequency slope. The overall change in the shape of the

population RTFs is shown in the grand average RTFs for

the three groups (Fig. 9). The BRD from the naı̈ve popu-

lation RTF was lower than that of the two trained groups

(mean ± SE; 0.46 ± 0.18, 0.78 ± 0.39, 0.69 ± 0.27 for

Groups I, II and III, respectively). This difference reached

statistical significance between Group I and Group III (one-

tailed t test; P \ 0.04). The mean population BRD was not

statistically different between the two trained groups (two-

tailed t test, P [ 0.05). When Groups II and III were

combined and compared to the naive animals, the best

population ripple density was significantly higher for the

trained animals (one-tailed t test, P \ 0.03, see Fig. 9).

This result suggests that the population tuning in animals

exposed to ripple densities equal or greater than 1 ripple/

octave is shifted toward these values.

Some properties of spectral envelope tuning for broad-

band stimuli are related to the shape of pure-tone tuning

profiles (e.g., Calhoun and Schreiner 1998; Linden et al.

2003). Accordingly, the sharpness of frequency tuning,

expressed as Q-40 dB of pure-tone tuning curves, was

assessed for each group. We found that Q40 values were

higher, on average, in both trained groups than in naı̈ve

animals (mean ± SE; 1.45 ± 0.07, 1.94 ± 0.16, 2.24 ± 0.16

for Group I, II and III respectively; Fig. 10a–c). As with the

neuronal BRD and RTF bandwidth measurements, we were

first required to obtain the log of each Q40 value to meet the

normality assumptions for parametric statistical testing and

then compared the log Q40 values obtained from each

trained group to the naı̈ve animals. We found that Q40

values were significantly higher for both the spectral group

(two-tailed t test, P \ 0.025; Fig. 10d) and the lateraliza-

tion group (two-tailed t test, P \ 0.0001; Fig. 10d)

compared to naı̈ve controls, reflecting increased pure tone

frequency selectivity for both training conditions. The Q40

values between the two trained groups were not signifi-

cantly different (two-tailed t test, P = 0.15). This result

demonstrates that spectral integration measures of cortical

neurons obtained with narrow-band and broad-band stimuli

are both affected by training with structured broad-band

stimuli.

Correlation of psychophysics and physiology

Comparing the perceptual performance of the discriminant

animals and cortical neural receptive field properties

Fig. 6 Comparison of ripple transfer function (RTF) bandwidth.

Distribution of the RTF bandwidth at half-height for naı̈ve (a),

discriminant (b) and lateralization (c) groups. The Gaussian fit for

each distribution (dashed black line) is superimposed onto each

histogram. (d) The log RTF bandwidth was obtained for each value

and the mean ± SE are compared between groups. Asterisks indicate a

significant difference relative to naı̈ve controls using an unpaired two-

tailed t test (P \ 0.025)

c
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indicated some potential relationships. Discriminant ani-

mals showed an increase in BRD compared to naive

animals; however, this was also observed in the animals

that only advanced to the lateralization phase of the task

(Group III). Therefore, a shift in the peak of RTFs toward

the trained ripple densities may be necessary, but is not

sufficient, to explain the improvement in spectral envelope

discrimination threshold. Another physiological property

that improved with training was the selectivity of the

receptive field for either pure tones (increase in Q-40dB) or

RTFs (decrease in BW50). The two animals with the lower

discrimination threshold had higher Q-40dB values than

the animal with a high discrimination threshold. Similarly,

the bandwidth of the RTFs was narrower, or more selec-

tive, for the two animals with better discrimination

thresholds.

Further evidence of behaviorally influenced reshaping of

the cortical ripple spectra encoding stems from phase-

response functions. These functions (Fig. 11) plot the

average response of neurons to different phases of the ripple

envelope with the phase of 0� corresponding to a maximum

of the ripple envelope at the CF of each unit/cluster. The

two Group II (discriminant) animals with the lowest

behavioral discrimination thresholds showed envelope-

phase functions (Fig. 11a) that were well approximated by a

Fig. 7 Comparison of BRD and RTF bandwidth between lateraliza-

tion animals trained with high versus low spectral density stimuli.

Mean ± SE of raw BRD and RTF bandwidth values shown for cats

trained to lateralize a 1.0 ripple/octave (low) and ‡2.0 ripple/octave

stimulus. Asterisk indicates a significant difference in log RTF

bandwidth between recordings taken from low and high animals using

an unpaired two-tailed t test (P \ 0.025)

Fig. 8 Population RTFs of AI

in nine animals. For each

experimental group, the

population RTF is shown for

three animals. Neuronal

responses are averaged across

all recorded units of an animal

and plotted as a function of

ripple density. The spike count

is based on 30 repetition of the

stimuli. Arrows indicate the

value of trained ripple densities

in Group II (1 ripple per octave,

thick arrow); and Group III (2

and 2.66 ripples/octave; thick
arrows). The number of

locations included in each

population RTF are indicated
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sinusoidal fit, i.e., representing the original ripple waveform

(r2 = 0.69 (#293) and 0.58 (#176)). The envelope-phase

function of the animal with the worst behavioral threshold

showed no clear reflection of the envelope waveform

(r2 = 0.26, #218). The combined Group II envelope-phase

function (Fig. 11b) showed a more faithful representation

of the stimulus waveform (r2 = 0.69) than the untrained

Group I animals (r2 = 0.45). The preferred phase was

observed to be slightly higher than the phase corresponding

to the CF of the recording site (0�) for each function (i.e.,

the maxima of the preferred envelope phase were shifted

towards frequencies lower than the CF). This simply reflects

the fact that spectral tuning functions for AI units typically

exhibit a low frequency skewness, such that stimuli with

spectral energy centered on frequencies just lower than the

CF will often elicit higher firing rates than stimuli posi-

tioned at the CF.

Discussion

This combined behavioral and neurophysiological study of

spectral envelope discrimination demonstrates three main

points. (1) Animals trained to discriminate differences in

spectral phase profiles of sequential auditory stimuli exhi-

bit significant learned improvement in psychophysical

discrimination thresholds; (2) cortical receptive field

characteristics that reflect spectral integration properties

can change as a consequence of this perceptual training;

and (3) spectral integration properties in AI are also

influenced by tasks that are not explicitly based but

accompanied by spectral envelope properties.

Psychophysics of ripple spectra

To determine how the processing of simple sounds relates

to that of complex, naturally occurring sounds, it is

advantageous to use increasingly complex signals with

behaviorally relevant characteristics. The evaluation of

spectral envelope characteristics of broadband stimuli

relative to those of pure tones represents an intermediate

step in the effort to understand the processing of complex

natural signals, such as communication sounds. Psycho-

physical studies in humans and animals have investigated

the spectral processing of broadband stimuli with para-

metrically varied spectral envelopes, especially formant

position and modulation depth (e.g., Pick 1980; Festen and

Plomp 1981; Yost 1982; van Veen and Houtgast 1985;

Bernstein and Green 1987; Hillier and Miller 1991; Som-

mer et al. 1992; Sinnott 1989; Sinnott and Kreiter 1991;

Supin et al. 1994; Amagai et al. 1999; O’Connor et al.

2000). However, no attempt had been made to link psy-

chophysical measurements with neurophysiological

properties of cortical neurons.

This study demonstrates that cats can be trained to

discriminate among speech-like stimuli that vary in spec-

tral envelope phase or formant position. This task was

chosen specifically to manipulate the spectral integration

property of central auditory neurons without strong biases

from absolute frequency position. The hypothesis was

confirmed that prolonged exposure to a spectral profile

with a fixed spectral periodicity (e.g., 1 ripple/octave)

influences the distribution of neuronal ripple transfer

functions and the related pure-tone tuning curves.

Cats in the discriminant group, on average, detected a

difference in spectral envelope phase or formant position of

Fig. 9 Summary-population RTFs for the three experimental groups.

The averaged across all cats of each group is plotted: for five naive

cats (Group I), for the three cats trained and tested with a ripple

density of 1 (Group II discriminant), and for the five cats exposed to a

ripple stimulus of either 1, 2, or 2.66 (Group III lateral)
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about 12% of an octave after 4–6 months of behavioral

testing; two of the cats reached best discrimination values

of 5–9%. One human study, using the same phase-shift

paradigm and the same ripple density, reported thresholds

of *7.5% (Keeling et al. 1992). Other human psycho-

physical studies of ripple discrimination ability used

Fig. 11 Neuronal response selectivity to ripple stimuli of varying

spectral envelope phase. Neural response strength was characterized

for a 1 ripple/octave stimulus with spectral phase that varied from

–180� to +180� relative to the CF of the recording site (0�). Response

strengths for each phase value (gray circles) were normalized to the

phase that elicited the greatest response (1.0). Responses were fit with

a sinusoid (black lines) to emphasize the dependence of firing rate on

stimulus phase and the goodness of fit (r2) is indicated for each

function. Phase-response functions are presented for each individual

cat trained in the Discriminant group (a) as well as for the mean of all

recordings obtained from Naı̈ve (Group I) and Discriminant (Group

II) animals (b)

Fig. 10 Comparison of pure tone tuning curve bandwidth (Q40).

Distribution of Q40 values for naı̈ve (a), discriminant (b) and

lateralization (c) groups. The Gaussian fit for each distribution

(dashed black line) is superimposed onto each histogram. Higher Q

values are indicative of sharper tuning. d Log Q40 was obtained for

each value and the mean ± SE are compared between groups.

Asterisks indicate a significant difference relative to naı̈ve controls

using an unpaired two-tailed t test (P \ 0.025)

b
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changes in modulation depth to establish discriminability

and are not directly comparable (e.g., Hillier and Miller

1991; Supin et al. 1994). However, several studies in

human and macaques evaluated the minimum discrimina-

ble shift in formant frequency and provide some useful

comparisons. Flanagan (1955) reported formant frequency

difference limens corresponding to 10�–20� at ripple den-

sities of *0.5 to 1 ripple/octave, somewhat above the

average envelope phase thresholds in cats. Similarly,

Sommers et al. (1992) reported thresholds for Japanese

macaques that were also slightly above the values in

extensively trained cats. Among the potential reasons for

lower than expected human formant shift values is that the

experiments were performed at lower frequencies than in

the cats and the spectral envelope shift in this study was not

confined to a single periodicity but contained additional

formant spacings that may have provided additional cues.

Likely, the animals’ performance levels were influenced by

differences in basic processing capacities as reflected, for

example, in the number of cochlear elements available per

frequency (Prosen et al. 1990) and different critical band-

widths (Scharf 1970; Greenwood 1974; Pickles 1975; Ehret

and Schreiner 1997). However, the main effect of critical

bandwidth differences would be expected for ripple den-

sities above 3 ripples/octave, well above the values used in

this study.

Discrimination thresholds for shifts in the spectral

envelope improved steadily over the course of the behav-

ioral training, similar to other auditory discrimination tasks

(e.g., Prosen et al. 1990; Recanzone et al. 1993; Polley

et al. 2006). Analysis of the hit rate and false-alarm rate

early and late in training support the conclusion that the

observed improvements in discrimination reflect changes

in perceptual capacity and not changes in response crite-

rion. The lower hit rate at the end of the training is likely a

consequence of the narrower range of constant stimuli that

was used than at the beginning of training.

On a linear time scale, the improvements appeared to

asymptote after about 2 months of training. In fact, the

apparent flattening of the learning curve was used as a

criterion to end the training and to perform the physio-

logical mapping experiments. However, plotting the

threshold data on a logarithmic scale revealed that the

sensory ability of the animals continued to improve, albeit

at a slower pace. Since the slope of the logarithmic learning

curve was quite similar for all three animals, the practical

limit of sensory ability of an individual animal is strongly

influenced by the starting point of the learning process.

These data suggest that perceptual abilities in naive

animals can be quite different from those in perceptually

trained animals and from human performances. This is

relevant if the animal is used as a model of human per-

ceptual abilities since it implies that animals need to be

trained to approach human performance levels, at least for

some perceptual tasks. If the goal is to ascertain the

physiological conditions and mechanisms underlying per-

ceptual abilities, it is necessary to determine the perceptual

ability of each individual animal for the interpretation of

the physiological data since the variance between animals

can be large (see also Prosen et al. 1990). Similarly,

comparable human performance estimates are also best

derived from well-trained subjects.

While all trained animals mastered the initial laterali-

zation task, only three out of eight animals succeeded in

transferring to a spectral profile discrimination task. There

are three potential reasons for this low success rate. (1)

Perceptually, the maximal difference in spectral envelope

phase (180�) may not have been sufficient for some ani-

mals to distinguish between the standard and test stimuli.

Given the high initial discrimination threshold at a spectral

envelope spacing of 1 ripple/octave in one animal (see case

#218), a 180� phase shifts for ripple densities of 2 and 2.66

ripples/octave may not have reached threshold in similar

cases. (2) Behaviorally, the cues given to the animals at the

time of transition from two to one speaker may have been

ambiguous reducing stimulus control for the animals who

failed to discriminate between spectral envelopes of 1

ripple/octave. However, these animals constitute an

important comparison since they were actively engaged in

a behavioral training task (lateralization) with stimuli that

had a specific, task-independent spectral profile but without

requiring a fine spectral envelope analysis. (3) These ani-

mals were not successful because of cognitive limitations

that prevented them from ‘‘understanding’’ the transfer.

Physiology of ripple spectra

Vowels in human and animal vocalizations have spectral

envelopes similar to ripple stimuli used in this study. If the

primary auditory cortex is organized to process the repre-

sentation of behaviorally relevant vowel-like sounds,

careful investigation using a similar but more easily con-

trolled set of stimuli, such as ripple stimuli, may reveal

basic computational features.

In visual cortex, it is possible to predict the neuron’s

response to complex stimuli from its response to different

sinusoidal gratings (e.g., Wörgötter and Eysel 1987;

Wörgötter et al. 1990; DeValois and DeValois 1990).

These studies provide evidence that generalized stimuli

covering large portions of the receptor surface can be well

suited to predict responses to specific and/or more spatially

restricted stimuli. In addition, these studies suggested that

much of the transformation from input space to cortical

representation can be described in terms of linear

processing.
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Previous studies in the auditory system utilized broad-

band acoustic gratings to compare complex and tonal

stimuli responses in peripheral auditory nuclei. For exam-

ple, tuning curves from cat cochlear nucleus neurons were

predicted from the neuron’s response to cosine noise

(Bilsen et al. 1975; ten Kate and van Bekkum 1988). More

recently, cat auditory cortical neurons have been shown to

respond selectively and systematically to acoustic stimuli

with sinusoidal spectral envelopes (Schreiner and Calhoun

1994; Calhoun and Schreiner 1998; Miller et al. 2002).

Studies in ferret AI find that ripple responses allow pre-

dictions of responses to pure tones and to spectrally

complex natural sounds (Shamma et al. 1995; Versnel and

Shamma 1998; Klein et al. 2000) suggesting that AI neu-

rons analyze the shape of acoustic spectra in a substantially

linear manner. The population analysis of the cortical rip-

ple waveform representation in the current study also

shows that the best-performing trained animals have an

improved fidelity and more linear response to the spectral

envelope compared to naı̈ve animals.

In cats and New World monkeys, sharpness of tuning, or

local frequency specificity, to pure-tones represents an

important functional organization principle reflected in a

modular or patchy cortical organization associated with

specific horizontal connections (Recanzone et al. 1999;

Cheung et al. 2001; Schreiner et al. 2000; Read et al. 2001).

The spatial organization of tuning to broad-band ripple

spectra should be related to sharpness of tuning assessed

with pure-tones since both reflect aspects of spectral fil-

tering (Calhoun and Schreiner 1998; Wang and Shamma

1995). However, there is only sparse experimental evi-

dence for spatial organization of ripple transfer functions

(Shamma et al. 1995; Kowalski et al. 1996). In this study,

care was taken to sample the targeted frequency region

evenly to avoid spatial biases due to sharpness of tuning

clusters. A spatial analysis of the distribution of sharpness

of pure-tone tuning (not shown) suggested an organization

compatible with previous reports (Schreiner and Mendel-

son 1990; Schreiner and Sutter 1992; Read et al. 2001) but

ripple maps were quite noisy and a significant correlation

between ripple and pure-tone responses was evident in only

two cases. This suggests that pure-tone estimates of spec-

tral integration may be more robust and less influenced by

other contributing elements, such as depth of modulation,

overall intensity, frequency position etc, than broad-band

measures.

Cortical plasticity and perceptual learning

The receptive field characteristics of AI neurons can be

modified through conditioning procedures in which an

auditory stimulus is associated with the onset of a

behavioral reinforcer (for review see Ohl et al. 2005). The

present study made use of three stimulus-reward contin-

gencies: (1) reward contingent upon correct discrimination

of spectral envelope phase between a pair of low-density

stimuli (1 ripple/octave) presented from a single sound

source (Group II), (2) reward contingent upon correctly

localizing a pair of low-density stimuli with 0� or 180�
phase differences to the left or right, respectively (Group

III-low), (3) reward contingent upon correctly localizing a

pair of high-density stimuli (‡2.0 ripples/octave) with 0� or

180� phase differences to the left or right, respectively

(Group III-high). Cats in Group II learned to attend to fine

differences in spectral envelope phase to obtain food

rewards. Performance of cats in Groups III low and III high

was exclusively dictated by the relative spatial position of

the sound sources and not by spectral phase differences,

demonstrating that they were using localization cues to

obtain food reward.

In formal learning theory, stimuli that are used to reduce

the uncertainty about the timing of an upcoming uncondi-

tioned stimulus are said to convey information (Gallistel

2003). In this sense, spectral phase differences were

informative for animals in Group II, but not for animals in

Group III- low or Group III-high. Despite the substantial

heterogeneity in stimulus composition, task demands and

the informational value of spectral phase differences, all

training conditions induced plasticity in AI spectral enve-

lope selectivity relative to neural recordings in untrained

control cats. BRD was elevated in all trained groups (but

only reached statistical significance for the lateralization

group). Cats trained in Group II or Group III-low exhibited

significantly narrower RTF bandwidths whereas cats

trained in Group III-high exhibited significantly broader

RTF bandwidths. These results suggest that the bandwidth

of spectral integration filters is strongly influenced by

spectral density of the input stimuli regardless of whether

the spectral properties are informative or relevant to the

task demands.

The literature is currently divided between studies

demonstrating that receptive field plasticity in AI is dic-

tated by stimulus input statistics under conditions of

varying (Polley et al. 2004) or absent (Kilgard et al. 2001)

task demands and studies that demonstrate that AI recep-

tive field plasticity is relatively independent of stimulus

statistics, but instead is guided by the demands of the

conditioning task (Polley et al. 2006). The present results

most strongly support findings that receptive field reorga-

nization is directed by statistics of sensory inputs paired

with behavioral reinforcement. The difference between this

class of experiments versus the latter class of experiments

that support a role for top-down task-related inputs might

hinge upon the manner in which the conditioning task is

constructed. In the present study, the spectral profile of
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auditory stimuli in the lateralization task did not guide

behavioral choices but, at the same time, variations in

spectral density and phase did not actively interfere with

the cat’s ability to localize the stimulus. In conditioning

tasks in which the irrelevant sensory inputs need not be

suppressed to accurately perform the task, receptive field

reorganization might be directed by the bottom-up statistics

of sensory stimuli that are: (1) paired with reinforcement

and (2) substantially different from the naı̈ve animal’s

ambient acoustic environment. In conditioning tasks where

irrelevant stimulus features compete for limited attentional

resources or are otherwise antithetical to accurate task

performance, their influence might be suppressed through

top-down influences (e.g., Ahissar et al. 1993; Li et al.

2004; Polley et al. 2006).

From a clinical perspective, it is highly valuable to

understand how simple auditory conditioning tasks might

be used to improve speech processing and aural commu-

nication. For example, one of the major challenges in

cochlear prosthetic research is to create a spatially differ-

entiated pattern of excitation along the cochleotopic axis so

that the spectral profile of complex sounds (e.g., speech)

can be encoded with acceptable spatial/spectral fidelity.

Most of the research effort for this question has been

directed towards improving the signal-devising methods, in

other words, to limit the spatial spread of electrical exci-

tation on the basilar membrane (for review, see

Middlebrooks et al. 2005; Rubinstein 2004). Given that the

spectral receptive fields in the auditory cortex of congeni-

tally or neonatally deaf individuals are also likely to be

broad and poorly organized (Kral et al. 2002; Raggio and

Schreiner 1999), it would also be valuable to devise con-

ditioning and/or stimulation protocols that would reduce

the spectral integration bandwidth of central auditory

neurons. In this way, the spatial resolution of both the

signal and the receiver might be improved. The results of

this study and others that have observed training-induced

refinement of spectral receptive field bandwidth (Recanz-

one et al. 1993; Witte et al. 2005) might represent initial

progress towards this goal.

Psychophysics versus physiology

This study shows a correlation between the psychophysical

discrimination ability for spectral envelopes and the spec-

tral selectivity for pure-tones and ripple spectra. Training

with a spectral discrimination task, the relative shift of

formant peaks is appropriately reflected in an improvement

of the spectral resolution of cortical neurons. In contrast,

the lateralization task sharpened the pure-tone tuning but

broadened ripple tuning. This shows that differences in

discrimination ability, either within an animal as a function

of time or between animals, covary with differences in

physiological properties, in particular with spectral tuning

sharpness or selectivity.

Conclusions

The data in this report show that the auditory processing

abilities of cats for spectral envelope discrimination can

substantially improve with training and can at least

approach if not reach values similar to those employed in

the processing of speech features by humans. Accordingly,

basic auditory processing capabilities can be similar in

humans and in other mammals and experience with specific

stimulus statistics refines the processing capability and the

cortical representation of that stimulus. This suggests that

perceptual evaluation should be a required component for

the psychophysical and neurophysiological assessment of

the processing of stimuli that have a low probability of

occurrence and limited behavioral significance in the nor-

mal acoustical environment of an animal, such as aspects

of speech and music. It also implies that the results of

neurophysiological studies of speech-like stimuli in the

CNS of naı̈ve animals that were not psychophysically

assessed are difficult to extrapolate to humans since dif-

ferences in the psychophysical abilities between the species

cannot be taken into account.
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